
EUPA Scientist Pre-Meeting 2 Notes

Scientist/Client Names
Scientist: Dr. Chelsea Schelly

Meeting Date and Time
Wednesday, 1/26/2022 at 11am EST

Meeting location or media
Academic Office building, 200A

List of team members and interview roles
● Basia Kornoely - Product Owner
● Trent Carlson - Technical Lead (ask “technical” questions)
● Sawyer Knowles - Notes
● Brian Reece - Notes
● Jack Hayes - Absent (Class Overlap)
● Aaron Kettelhut - Absent (Class overlap)

List of questions in expected order to be asked
● Opinions on mock sites
● Is the polling done in-app? Or done externally (google form)?
● Are there user accounts?
● How to identify a company for a specific household?

○ Or select view information about specific utility companies?
● Should we just display text to the user? Or also include any visual aids that might be on

the company’s website?
● How should we display results of the user polls to the utility companies? Or users?

○ Total poll results summary? Distribution of responses?
○ Should we visualize the results? Graphs, tables, charts, etc.?

● Can utility companies update information about their programs in-app? Or should we
simply pull and display information from their website?

● Is the app more survey or information based? Equal?
● What is the lifespan of this app?

○ Is this a proof of concept or a production build?
○ Should we expect other developers to update this app in the future?



New Questions - Post Doc

● In the description, it states, “This application will provide information for the partner
utilities to inform future decision making.” Are utility companies supposed to be
interacting with the app as well? We understand that Homeowners, renters, etc. interact
with the app to answer polling questions, but does the app also have features for utility
companies to view poll results? Or are we simply gathering and recording the poll
results?

● (subquestion for question 1) If yes, are they companies able to log-in to view polling
results specific to their company? Or, how do you envision companies viewing polling
results?

● Is the information about a specific utility company shown during the poll? Essentially,
after they choose which company provides their utilities, the poll changes to show
information about that company with both the general and company specific questions?


